Measuring aerosols and molecular clusters below the 3 nm size limit is essential to increase our understanding of new particle formation. Instruments for the detection of sub-3 nm aerosols and clusters exist and need to be carefully calibrated and characterized. So far calibrations and laboratory tests have been carried out using mainly electrically charged aerosols, as they are easier to handle experimentally. However, the charging state of the cluster is an important variable to take into account. Furthermore, instrument characterization performed with charged aerosols could be biased, preventing a correct interpretation of data when electrically neutral sub-3 nm aerosols are involved. This article presents the first steps to generate electrically neutral molecular clusters as standards for calibration. We show two methods: One based on the neutralization of well-known molecular clusters (mobility standards) by ions generated in a switchable aerosol neutralizer. The second is based on the controlled neutralization of mobility standards with mobility standards of opposite polarity in a recombination cell. We highlight the challenges of these two techniques and, where possible, point out solutions. In addition, we give an outlook on the next steps toward generating well-defined neutral molecular clusters with a known chemical composition and concentration.
Introduction
Formation of new atmospheric aerosol particles enhances concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei in the global atmosphere, having a potential to affect clouds' properties and Earth's climate system (Merikanto et al. 2009; Kazil et al. 2010; IPCC 2013) . The first steps of new particle formation are taking place at the molecular level, usually below the detection limit of traditional aerosol instrumentation (about 3 nm). The ability to measure aerosol particles and molecular clusters at sizes below 3 nm is therefore crucial for our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms governing atmospheric new particle formation.
Although already possible since several decades (see also Section S1 in the online supplemental information [SI] ), the development of instrumentation for the detection of particles in the size range below 3 nm has lately again been pushed forward. (Kulmala et al. 2007 (Kulmala et al. , 2013 .
Current instruments measuring sub-3 nm aerosols and clusters use different working principles, and can be divided into (1) instruments based on electrical mobility analysis like the NAIS (Neutral Clusters and Air Ion Spectrometer; Manninen et al. 2010) , (2) high-resolution mass spectrometers with (Jokinen et al. 2012 ) and without (Junninen et al. 2011 ) chemical ionization inlets, and (3) new types of condensation particle counters (Stolzenburg and McMurry 1991; Iida et al. 2009; Vanhanen et al. 2011; Kuang et al. 2012) . The response of all these new instruments is highly dependent on the charging state and chemical composition of the detected particles and clusters (Kangasluoma et al. 2014) . For this reason, these instruments need to be carefully characterized using adequate calibration test aerosols. Since the introduction of the so-called "mobility standards" in 1996 (Rosell-Llombart et al. 1996) , generating calibration clusters in the sub-3 nm size range that are electrically charged has been a standard procedure. Generating electrically neutral calibration clusters, of known chemical composition and number concentration, is experimentally much more challenging. So far, no adequate source for neutral clusters of known chemical composition and number concentration exists.
Our work tackles this problem and focuses on the generation of neutral molecular clusters, taking steps toward producing clusters of well-known chemical composition and concentration, with the long-term goal of using them for calibration.
Methods
For the generation of molecular clusters in the size range below 3 nm, a large variety of generation techniques is possible. These techniques range from condensationevaporation methods over electrospray ionization sources to the generation of monoterpene ozonolysis products in a flow tube (Kangasluoma et al. 2013 (Kangasluoma et al. , 2014 . The cluster generation technique chosen in this study is based on electrospray ionization.
Generation of charged clusters
In this work, we generated charged molecular clusters by electrospray. A short overview on the history of this technique is given in Section S1 of the SI. For our experiments, we used the ionic liquid methyl-trioctylammonium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (C 27 H 54 F 6 N 2 O 4 S 2 , CAS 375395-33-8, melting point ¡50 C, molar mass 648.55 g/ mol, density 1.11 g/cm 3 ), further on referred to as MTOA-BF3I. The MTOA-BF3I was used at molar concentrations of about 7 mmol/L, using acetonitrile as a solvent (i.e., one drop of MTOA-BF3I with a diameter of 2 mm from a 1 mm diameter pipette tip dissolved in 1 mL acetonitrile). The electrosprayed solution was used to produce positive and negative charged nanodrops (Ku and Fer andez de la Mora 2009; Larriba et al. 2011 ) of the form A C (AB) n and B ¡ (AB) m . The electrospray ion sources used in our experiments are custom-built, following the design originally presented by Rosell-Llompart and Fern andez de la Mora (1994) .
For the classification of the electrospray-generated clusters, two different high-resolution DMAs were used: the Herrmann-DMA and the UDMA. The Herrmann-DMA is one of the most advanced cylindrical high-resolution DMAs and was designed and built in the laboratory of Juan Fern andez de la Mora at Yale University. At optimal operating conditions, it reaches a resolving power between 50 and 75 (Gamero-Castaño and Fern andez de la Mora 2000; Mart ınez-Lozano and Fern andez de la Mora 2005). Hereafter, we will refer to the resolution R of a DMA following the definition of Flagan (1999) . In the current study, the Hermann-DMA was operated at a resolution power of approximately 20 in the size range of interest (see also Kangasluoma et al. 2016a ). The UDMA (Steiner et al. 2010) originates from the laboratory of Georg Reischl from the University of Vienna and also achieves a resolution between 15 and 20 in the sub-3 nm size range. The mobility classification characteristics of both DMAs were calibrated using the mobility standard tetraheptylammonium bromide (Ude and Fern andez de la Mora 2005).
Generation of neutral clusters
In the following sections, we will discuss two possible techniques to generate electrically neutral molecular clusters. The first technique (neutralization technique) involves well-defined, electrospray-generated molecular clusters that are neutralized using unipolar ions that originate from a custom built aerosol neutralizer. The second technique (controlled neutralization technique) is based on the recombination of positively and negatively charged mobility standards, generated by two electrospray sources. The charged clusters were of the type A C (AB) n and B ¡ (AB) m and formed neutral species of the form (AB) nCmC1 .
Neutralization technique
The first method was a straightforward neutralization approach of initially charged clusters. In these experiments, the Herrmann-DMA classified negatively charged clusters of MTOA-BF3I. The clusters were subsequently drawn through a custom-built, switchable aerosol neutralizer. Cryogenic nitrogen was used as a carrier gas in the electrospray. When the neutralizer was switched off, the cluster mobility spectrum could be recorded with a TSI 3068B aerosol electrometer. When switched on, the neutralized clusters were detected with a diethylene glycol (DEG) based Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier A11 (PSM; Vanhanen et al. 2011 ), connected to a TSI 3772 condensation particle counter (CPC), using n-butyl alcohol as condensing fluid. An ion precipitator (IP; Kangasluoma et al. 2015) in front of the PSM ensured that the measurements with the PSM were not biased by signals originating from charged clusters. An overview of the experimental setup for the neutralization of electrospray-generated clusters is shown in Figure 1a .
The special feature of this setup is the switchable aerosol neutralizer, the so-called "ion gun" (IG; Figure 1b) ensures that the ions that are deflected by the electric field gradient are transported into an exhaust line. When the ions from the "ion gun" reach the reaction chamber, they recombine with the ion clusters originating from the electrospray source. For a sample inlet air flow of 11 L/min (1.8 £ 10 ¡4 m 3 /s), the ion-cluster recombination time is on the order of 2.5 s.
Controlled neutralization technique
The neutralization of electrospray-generated clusters presented in Section 2.2.1 bears one major disadvantage: the unknown chemical nature of ions originating from the "ion gun" used for the neutralization. The ion clusters produced by the ionizing radiation do not have a well-defined composition and depend on contaminant trace gases in the carrier gas (Steiner and Reischl 2012; Steiner et al. 2014; Maisser et al. 2015) . This drawback can be overcome with an alternative method to generate neutral clusters: the controlled neutralization by the recombination of well-defined ion clusters of positive and negative polarity. For this purpose, two highresolution DMAs, supplied by two electrospray ion sources, are needed. In our experimental setup, the Herrmann-DMA was used to classify ion clusters of negative polarity. Positively charged ion clusters were classified with the UDMA. To detect the classified positive and negative ion clusters, a TSI 3068B aerosol electrometer, downstream from the Hermann-DMA, and a custom built aerosol electrometer, downstream from the UDMA, were used.
The airflows, transporting positive (6.9 L/min; 1.15 £ 10 ¡4 m 3 /s) and negative ion clusters (7.9 L/min; 1.32 £ 10 ¡4 m 3 /s), were merged in a reaction chamber. The reaction chamber had a volume of 29 cm 3 (2.9 £ 10 ¡5 m 3 ). Again, an ion precipitator in front of the PSM ensured that only neutral clusters could enter the instrument for detection. The clusters are drawn through the reaction chamber and subsequently to the ion precipitator, by a volumetric flow rate of 2.5 L/min (4.17 m 3 /s), defined by the inlet flow rate of the PSM, leading to a reaction time of t D 0.7 s. Figure 2 shows the schematics of the setup.
Detection of neutral clusters
The detection of neutral molecular clusters was carried out with the diethylene glycol (DEG) based Particle Size Magnifier A11 from Airmodus (PSM, Vanhanen et al. 2011) .
Like any other CPC, the PSM requires calibration in order to determine its particle detection efficiency. It is known that the detection efficiency is strongly dependent on the size, chemical composition, and charging state of particles ( and HR-DMA2 (Hermann -DMA) take care of negative polarity ions. EM1 and EM2 are aerosol electrometers, detecting the total number concentration of the classified positive and negative clusters. The airflows containing the positive and negative ion clusters are merged in a recombination cell (RC). An ion precipitator (IP) ensures that no ions obscure the detection of neutral clusters in the particle size magnifier (PSM). The remaining airflow is discarded via a HEPA-filter as excess flow.
2008; Kangasluoma et al. 2016b ). Unfortunately, this dependency causes a crucial impasse: we want to use the PSM as a detector for neutral particles, but we can only obtain clear information on its detection efficiency when using charged particles. In case of the experiments presented here, the PSM detection efficiency was determined by using negatively charged MTOA-BF3I clusters. More details on the detection efficiency of the PSM can be found in Section S2 of the SI. This prevents us from going beyond making estimates for the detection efficiency of neutral clusters. Therefore, the current work must be considered a feasibility study.
Size of charged and neutral clusters
For molecular clusters, any kind of size definition is ambiguous. Still, the size information of the detected clusters is a desirable quantity to know for quantitative PSM measurements. In the sub 3 nm size range, the mobility equivalent diameter D mob is a widely used quantity, simply because particles and clusters in this size range can be rather easily size segregated and detected by electrical means. Assuming spherical particles, it is rigorously defined by the Stokes-Millikan equation (see the SI, S1). As pointed out by Tammet (1995) and Ku and Fern andez de la Mora (2004) , this correlation bears at least two limitations: (a) the ignorance of the finite diameter D gas of the carrier gas molecules and (b) no added drag on the particles due to ion dipole interactions. The so far most advanced approximation, taking into account the latter effects, is a modified Stokes-Millikan equation by Fern andez-Garc ıa and Fern andez de la Mora (2013 Mora ( , 2014 :
where e 0 is the elementary charge, ie 0 and m are the charge and mass of the ion, k is Boltzmann's constant, m gas , T and p are the molecular weight, temperature, and pressure of the carrier gas. The factors f Kn ð Þ, b, e Ã ; and ξ m are described in the SI, S1. The factor e Ã takes the ion-induced dipole interaction between the charged nanodrops and the polarized neutral carrier gas molecule into account. In this equation, the finite size of the gas molecules is taken into account by augmenting the mobility diameter D mob by the effective gas molecule diameter D gas ; D mob D D mass C D gas , where D gas is found to be 0.26 nm. The mass diameter D mass is defined by Equation (2):
where m and r are the mass and the bulk density (see also Ku and Fern andez de la Mora 2004) of the particle/ cluster. The mass diameter is often used to describe the "real," physical diameter of an airborne cluster. The detailed mechanisms describing the ion-ion recombination are still an open questions. For the neutralization experiment using the ion gun ions, we are therefore considering two neutralization pathways that lead to different final sizes: (1) the neutralization happens by charge-transfer during a collision between a charged cluster and an ion of the opposite polarity without the attachment of the discharging species. This would lead to a final cluster with the same size (D mass ) as the initial cluster. Since the charge exchange during a collision also includes the transfer of translational energy, this model potentially could promote ion fragmentation, leading to completely different ion species. This fragmentation is not further discussed in this study but its possibility should be kept in mind. Also, similar studies (Gamero-Castaño and Fern andez de la Mora 2000; Attoui et al. 2013a,b) have observed that chargereduced clusters always show lower mobilities than the corresponding pure cluster of that charging state. This indicates that the clusters are discharged by the attachment of gas phase ions, making the product ion somewhat larger and promoting a different mechanism. (2) The neutral cluster is treated as a spherical cluster, the volume of which is the sum of the volumes (V 1 C V 2 ) of the charged cluster and the neutralizing ion, which are both treated as spheres. The diameter D vol of the enlarged cluster is, in this case, calculated according to Equation (3):
The calculated diameters are listed in Section 4, Table 1 .
It needs to be kept in mind that these cluster diameters are approximated best-estimates, following the current knowledge of mobility-size relationships. For upcoming studies on this topic, the comparison of experimental mobility measurements with model predictions (Mesleh et al. 1996; Shvartsburg et al. 2007; Larriba and Hogan 2013) considering spherical and non-spherical geometries, with and without taking ion dipole interactions into account, will allow a better understanding of ion-ion interactions and the final size of recombined clusters.
Theoretical methods
In order to model the number concentration of neutral clusters produced from the recombination of ion clusters, we used a simple system of differential equations. The following equation describes the change in time in number concentration of ions or charged clusters:
where N § is the number concentration of ions or charged clusters. k loss is the diffusional loss rate of particles onto the walls and k rec is the ion-ion recombination coefficient. The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (4) describes the loss of the ions to the walls and the second term represents the decrease in the number concentration of ionic clusters of opposite polarity due to recombination. The change in the number concentration of neutral clusters N 0 is given by the following equation:
The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (5) describes the loss of neutral clusters to the walls and the second term describes the increase in the number concentration of neutral clusters due to recombination. The term k loss , used in Equation (4) for charged clusters, was determined experimentally by comparing the concentrations of monodispersed charged clusters at the beginning and at the end of our setup. For neutral clusters, in Equation (5), we used the same k loss values as in Equation (4) due to experimental limitations. Therefore, we might be overestimating the diffusion losses in Equation (5). Additionally, it should be noted that in our calculations we chose not to include a source term in Equation (4) and a sink term in Equation (5) relative to recharging of neutral clusters. Such probability is three orders of magnitude lower than the recombination probability (L opez-Yglesias and Flagan 2013) and therefore, can be neglected.
In the model, the decrease in the number concentration of ions or charged clusters during each time step Dt is given by
The increase in the neutral cluster concentration is given by
and the time step is defined by
where t is the residence time of ionic clusters in the reaction chamber and n it is the number of iterations, designated as 1000 in our calculations. The size-dependent diffusional losses to the walls were determined experimentally. The chosen values for the ion-ion recombination rate ranged from k rec D 1 £ 10 ¡7 to 2.5 £ 10
¡6
[cm 3 /s] (Biondi 1969; Isra€ el 1970; Franchin et al. 2015) .
Results

Experimental results from the neutralization experiments
An illustrative experiment of the neutralization of electrospray generated ion clusters is illustrated in Figures (Figure 3a) is neutralized by the ions generated in the ion gun (Figure 3b) . We want to emphasize once more that the ion cluster species produced in the ion gun are by no means well-defined, and that the ion production is limited by the activity of the 241 Am and the presence of trace gases in the carrier gas. The only control we have is to consistently run the setup using the same carrier gas, in order to guarantee the experimental reproducibility. Figure 4 illustrates the neutralization experiment of the MTOA-BF3I dimer cluster (Z D 0.77 cm 2 /Vs, 1/Z D 1.30 V s/cm 2 ). The experiment starts at t 0 D 00:00, where the electrospray ion source and the HR-DMA are still switched off (set to 0 V). The PSM and electrometer signals oscillate around a background level.
At t 1 (00:06), the electrospray ion source was switched on and the HR-DMA was set to classify the negative dimer cluster of MTOA-BF3I. Still, the ion gun- neutralizer remained switched off. Accordingly, no "ion gun ions" entered the reaction chamber to recombine with the MTOA-BF3I clusters. In fact, they were drawn out of the system by the counter flow Q counter ( Figure 1b) . The classified dimer MTAO-BF3I clusters showed a stable signal level of 4 £ 10 4 § 303 ions/cm 3 in the electrometer and the PSM signal was still at the background level. This also verified the proper operation of the ion precipitator in front of the PSM inlet.
At t 2 (00:14), the ion gun was switched on by applying an electric field that pushed the positive ions against the 0.2 L/min counterflow and into the reaction chamber, where they recombined with the negative dimer MTOA-BF3I. The PSM signal instantaneously rose to a level of 28 § 6 particles/cm 3 (background corrected). The electrometer signal also rose to an elevated level that originated from an undefined combination of the non-neutralized MTOA-BF3I clusters and the ion gun-ions.
At t 3 (00:54), the electrospray ion source was switched off while keeping the ion gun switched on. This led to a decrease in the PSM signal to the background level, verifying that the PSM signal between t 2 and t 3 originated from neutral recombination products of positive "ion gun ions" and negative MTOA clusters. The increased electrometer signal between t 3 and t 4 is caused by positive ions originating from the ion gun. At t 4 (00:58), the electrospray ion source was switched on again, repeating the neutralization experiment of the dimer cluster. Finally, at t 5 (01:03) the ion gun was switched off again. The PSM signal returned to its background level and the EM signal again showed the stable number concentration of around 4 £ 10 4 particles/cm 3 for the HR-DMA classified negative MTOA-BF3I dimer clusters. The same type of experiment, not shown in detail here, was performed for the monomer (Z D 1.80 cm 2 /V s, 1/Z D 0.56 V s/cm 2 ) and trimer (Z D 0.55 cm 2 /Vs, 1/Z D 1.82 V s/cm 2 ) cluster of MTOA-BF3I. The neutralization of the trimer cluster yielded a substantially higher raw neutral cluster number concentration of 1239 § 90 neutral clusters/cm 3 . No successful experiments can be reported for the neutralization of the monomer cluster, most probably due to a poor detection efficiency of the PSM in that size range.
The detected, raw number concentrations of neutral clusters, need to be corrected for the size-dependent detection efficiency of the PSM (see the SI, Section S2). Table 1 summarizes the physical properties of the ion clusters and the estimated sizes of neutralized clusters. The electrical mobility and diameter of the neutralizing ions were determined as a weighted average from the mobility spectrum of the ions. Due to the possible neutralizing pathways, the diameter of the neutralized clusters was determined as D mass and D vol , following Equations (2) and (3) from Section 2.4. Table S1 lists the total measured number concentration of the clusters involved in the neutralization experiments. ) dimer clusters of MTOA-BF3I. At the beginning of the experiment t 0 , (00:00), HR-DMA 1 already classified the positive dimer cluster of MTOA-BF3I. At this time, HR-DMA 2 (responsible for the classification of the negative clusters) was still switched off and no ions exited the HR-DMA 2. The ion precipitator in front of the PSM ensured that no positive clusters entered the PSM. Accordingly, at the beginning of the experiment, the PSM signal (neutral signal) was at a background level. At t 1 (»00:01), HR-DMA 2 was set to classify the negative dimer of MTOA-BF3I. Instantaneously, also the signal of neutral recombination products rose in the PSM to a (background corrected) level of 88 § 9 cm ¡3 . These settings were kept for roughly 4 min, while at t 2 (»00:05) HR-DMA 2 was switched off again, resulting in a return of the neutral PSM signal to its prior background level.
Experimental results from the controlled neutralization experiments
Analogously to the neutralization experiment, the number concentration of detected neutral clusters needs to be corrected for the size-dependent detection efficiency of the PSM. Table 2 summarizes the physical properties of the positive and negative MTOA-BF3I clusters, and the estimated size of the neutral recombination products, calculated as D vol , following considerations (3) from Section 2.4. Table S2 lists the total measured number concentration of the clusters involved in the neutralization experiments. The cluster-cluster recombination experiment was carried out with all possible combinations of mixing positive and negative MTOA-BF3I clusters.
Comparison of experimental data with model results
We compared the measured concentrations from the neutralization experiments and from the controlled neutralization experiments with the modeled results. An example of the output of our model of the concentration of cluster as a function of time is given in Figure S2 . Figure S2 ). Second, we fitted a power-law function of the type y D A Á x B for each k rec , where y is the final concentration of neutral clusters generated by recombination and x is k rec ( Figure S3 ).
The fitted curves were inverted and used to determine which k rec would determine N 0_model D N 0_measured . The results of these calculations are reported in Tables S4  and S5 , where the optimal (best) values for k rec are reported with the respective uncertainty calculated as the 68% confidence level (CL) over the fit shown in Figure S3 and summarized in Tables S3 and S4 . The optimal k rec coefficients range from 0.19 to 0.75 £ 10 ¡6 cm 3 /s, with the exception for the k rec coefficient related to neutral clusters produced by the negative trimer of MTOA-BF3I and the positive ions generated by the ion gun [¡3, CIG] . This k rec lies at much higher value with respect to the others (5.7 £ 10 ¡6 cm 3 /s compared to a mean of 0.46 £ 10 ¡6 cm 3 /s). This suggests that, in this particular case, the N 0_measured could have been overestimated, this could be due to an imperfect classification of the negative MTOA-BF3I due to impurities or multiply charged larger ions. Vice versa, the N 0_measured for all the other cases could have been underestimated, this could be attributed to the fact that one of the biggest uncertainties comes from the PSM detection curve ( Figure S1 ), which is steeper at smaller sizes.
Discussion and outlook
In this study, we presented two techniques to generate electrically neutral molecular clusters that may be used for calibration purposes, for novel aerosol instrumentation, and for basic studies at the molecular level. It needs to be emphasized that the measurements presented here should be seen as a feasibility study, since the experimental limitations described still hinder the precise quantification of neutral molecular clusters. The technique of neutralizing well-defined molecular clusters bears the advantage of a simpler setup that can be easily combined with other instrumentation. However, the size and nature of the neutralized clusters are more uncertain, due to the unknown properties of the neutralizing ions. This flaw could be improved for future studies in two ways: first, by using well-defined neutralizing ions, as used in chemical ionization mass spectrometers (CI-MS), and second, by analyzing the neutral products with adequate CI-MS techniques to identify the chemical composition of the new neutral clusters.
The second technique presented here gives more control in terms of the physical and chemical properties of the involved molecular clusters. However, this setup bears the disadvantage of its complexity. In addition, in our study the setup is far from being optimized. The yields of neutral clusters by recombination could be largely improved (1) by redesigning the recombination cell with the aid of computation fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, and (2) by using high-resolution DMAs that have a better throughput, such as planar DMAs. It is important to note that the increase in transmission has a quadratic dependency on the yield of neutral clusters by recombination (Equation (4)). Therefore, an improvement in transmission from about 1% to, say, 20% (which would be expected using planar DMAs instead of cylindrical ones) would result in a 400-fold increase of ions reaching the recombination chamber. This would mean a theoretical maximum concentration of neutral clusters on the order of 1 £ 10 8 cm ¡3 . The biggest uncertainty in our measurements was the detection efficiency of the PSM with respect to the neutralized or recombined clusters. For future studies, the PSM detection efficiency needs to be better characterized for a larger variety of clusters, and most importantly for positive, negative, and neutral clusters. The second largest source of uncertainty is the ionion recombination coefficient. In fact, according to the literature, the value of this coefficient can span over one order of magnitude. This large variation is most likely due to the fact that the ion-ion recombination coefficient is not only dependent on physical properties of the participating clusters like size, mass, or electrical mobility, but it is also influenced by ion-chemistry effects. In fact, this method may be used to test various chemical interaction between ions of different chemical composition.
A further improvement in our experiments would involve extending the generated clusters to atmospherically relevant species, such as sulfuric acid, sulfuric acidamine, and/or ammonia clusters and maybe even to oxidized-organic-compounds. In this way, the method described here could help to investigate neutral molecular clusters of special importance during the process of new particle formation in the atmosphere.
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